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The Upsidedown Poison Mishap

N
ot so long ago, in a not so far 
away galaxy, there was an 
upside down planet with green 

skies. In the middle of a dense forest 
called the Norest there was a giant 
Digital City with lots of sewers where 
mutants lived. The mutants were 
accompanied by lots of koalas. 
 The Norest was filled with 
vicious rose vines that had magnetic 
forces to help them climb and to trap 
the upside down birds and insects 
they fed on. The Norest was also home 
to Zirrafes and hologram raisin bugs. 
In the Digital City, evil lions lived in 
electronics and could trap you in the 
digital world with their eyes. 
 There was a tar river that ran 
through the city and once it reached 

the forest it became a poison that 
turned animals to mutants. There 
was a melted chocolate ocean with 
a whirlpool that generated muffin-
delivering clouds. The musical 
notes stream and waterslide rivers 
connected it all together. 
 In this world there were people 
who hunted the mutants and turned 
them into flowers, they got to travel 
around with pocket push button 
teleporters (though they worked 
slowly when it was hot). Most 
everyone else got around in triple 
decker hover buses that had beds and 
kitchens.
 Yuri Masaku lived in a mansion 
in the Norest with his pet ziraffe. He 
could transform between a 7 foot tall, 



19-year-old man with an afro into 
a lion and into an invisible digital 
force. Because of his connection to 
nature, if the Norest and Digital City 
were destroyed he would be as well.  
 One of Yuri’s friends was Dr. 
Jack Dog Pack Jr., or Dr. Jr. for short. 
It looked like a dog- shaped chocolate 
chip cookie but in the mirror it just 
saw a human. It lived in a wizard-
built cookie jar home surrounded by 
wizard magic and booby traps. It was 
a dog commander, could fly fast, and 
had wizard powers that helped it from 
being eaten (since it looked like a 
cookie). It’s mother made medicine out 
of the flowers that used to be mutants 
and they were a huge help to Yuri. 
 Yuri might have been safe except 
for Master Croc who could transform 
into Sugar Cube, Mac, Macky Mult, 
or any animal. He lived in a sewer 
under the forest, had super strength 

and a fish shooter that allowed him 
to control people with fish bites. Yuri 
had accidentally pushed Master Croc 
into the poison river and he would 
never forgive him.
 Norsy was a 9-year-old who 
looked like a 5 foot tall human 
child but had rose vine hair. She had 
magical powers that could make 
others obey her. Master Croc was her 
father and she lived with him and 
helped him plot his revenge.
 One day Dr. Jr. went to Yuri’s 
forest mansion for a nice friendly 
visit but right after it arrived they 
both heard a banging at the door. They 
looked out the window to see Master 
Croc and Norsy outside.
 “Let me in, we have unfinished 
business!” yelled Master Croc.
 “What should we do?” asked Dr. Jr.
 Just then...






